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1. Introduction 
 
 
Well before the intricacies of irrational numbers come into play in high school math education, a 
student learns about the fundamental properties of the four basic operations in the number 
system of the rational numbers. These basic binary operations are addition +, multiplication ⋅  , 
subtraction − , and division ÷ . Two of the fundamental properties are the distributive properties 
of multiplication over addition and subtraction: 
 
For any rational numbers ;,, 321 rrr  
( )
( ) )2(
)1(
3121321
3121321
rrrrrrrand
rrrrrrr
⋅−⋅=−⋅
⋅+⋅=+⋅
 
 
In a more general setting, if ∗ and o are two binary operations in a number system; then the 
number system is said to have the distributive property of the operation oover the operation ∗ if 
for any three elements cba ,, in the number system, 
 
  ( ) ( ) ( ).cabacba ooo ∗=∗       (3) 
 
In the case of the rationals, addition, multiplication and subtraction are defined for any ordered 
pair of rational numbers; while division will produce a rational number outcome, only when the 
second number ( in the ordered pair) is nonzero. 
 
Now, consider the following question. In the rational number system, if ∗ is one of the four 
operations ;,,, ÷−⋅+ and likewise, if o is also one of these four operations. When is (3) satisfied, 
that is, for which rational triples is (3) satisfied? If we allow o and ∗ to be the same operation, then 
there are preuisely 16 combinations with ∗ and o being among the four basic operations. The two 
cases in which o is the multiplication operation and ∗ is either addition or subtraction , are already 
answered by (1) and (2). Of the remaining 14 cases; 11 are easy/straight forward in that, almost 
always, one of the three rationals involved, must equal zero or 1. The last three cases are really 
interesting, and number theory is involved. 
 
It appears that the determination of all such rational triples in each of these three cases is a very 
complicated, involved process. Instead, what we do in these three cases, is finding infinite families 
of rational triples with the said distributive property. 
 
This is then the aim of this work. 
 
To determine, fully or partly, the triples of rational numbers which satisfy the distributive 
property, for each of the fourteen combinations or cases. 
 
2. Eleven easy/straight forward cases 
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1. Distributive property of addition over itself 
In this case, ( ) ( ) ( ) 013121321 =⇔+++=++ rrrrrrrr  
 
Rational triples: ( )32 ,,0 rr  
 
2. Distributive property of addition over subtraction 
We have, ( ) ( ) ( ) 013121321 =⇔+−+=−+ rrrrrrrr  
 
Rational triples : ( )32 ,,0 rr  
 
3. Distributive property of multiplication over itself 
This is , ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ⇔=−⇔⋅⋅⋅=⋅⋅ 0113213121321 rrrrrrrrrrr  
( )10 1321 ==⇔ rorrrr . We have two nondisjoint families: 
Family 1: rational triples ( )321 ,, rrr with 0321 =rrr  
 
Family 2: rational triples ( )32 ,,1 rr  
4. Distributive property of multiplication over division  
 
We have , ( ) ( ) ( )3121321 rrrrrrr ⋅÷⋅=÷⋅ , 
with  .031 ≠rr  
 
Equivalently , 
( )
⇔






≠
=−
⇔





≠=
0
01
0,
31
12
31
31
21
3
21
rr
rr
rr
rr
rr
r
rr
 
( )( )010 3112 ≠==⇔ rrandrorr . 
 
Rational triples : Two nondisjoint families: 
 
Family 1: Rational triples ( )31 ,0, rr with 031 ≠rr  
Family 2: Rational triples ( )32 ,,1 rr with 03 ≠r  
 
5. Distributive property of subtraction over itself 
 
This is the case of ( ) ( ) ( ) 013121321 =⇔−−−=−− rrrrrrrr  
 
Rational triples :  ( )32 ,,0 rr  
6. Distributive property of subtraction over addition 
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In this case, ( ) ( ) ( ) 013121321 =⇔−+−=+− rrrrrrrr  
 
Rational triples : ( )32 ,,0 rr  
 
7. Distributive property of division over itself 
 
  This property says that ( ) ( ) ( ),3121321 rrrrrrr ÷÷÷=÷÷  
 with 032 ≠rr . This statement is equivalent to, 
( ).010 321321
2
3
2
31 ≠=⇔





≠= rrandrrrrand
r
r
r
rr
 
 
Rational triples: ( )32 ,,1 rr  with .032 ≠rr  
 
8. Distributive property of division over multiplication. 
 
This property says that ( ) ( ) ( ),3121321 rrrrrrr ÷⋅÷=⋅÷ with 032 ≠rr  
Equivalently , ( )( )0010 321132
32
2
1
32
1 ≠=−⇔





≠= rrandrrrrand
rr
r
rr
r
 
( )( )010 3211 ≠==⇔ rrandrorr , We obtain two disjoint families: 
 
Family 1 : Rational triples     ( )32 ,,0 rr  with  032 ≠rr  
 
Family 2 : Rational triples       ( )32 ,,1 rr  with 032 ≠rr  
 
9. Distributive property of division over addition 
 
We have ,  ( ) ( ) ( ),3121321 rrrrrrr ÷+÷=+÷ with 032 ≠rr  and 32 rr −≠ . 
 
Equivalently, 





−≠≠+=
+ 32323
1
2
1
32
1
,0, rrrr
r
r
r
r
rr
r
. 
One possibility is 01 =r . Now , if 01 ≠r , the last equation is equivalent to 
)( 323232 rrwithdividerrrr ⇔+=  ,01
2
3
3
2
=−+
r
r
r
r
which shows that the rational number 
3
2
r
r
 is a root 
of the quadratic equation 012 =+− xx . But this quadratic equation has in fact, no real roots. 
 
Thus, 01 =r . 
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Rational triples : ( )32 ,,0 rr  with 032 ≠rr  
 
10. Distributive property of division over subtraction  
 
In this situation, ( ) ( ) ( )3121321 rrrrrrr ÷−÷=−÷ , with 032 ≠rr  and 32 rr ≠ . We have, 
 
   
3
1
2
1
32
1
r
r
r
r
rr
r
−=
−
 
One possibility is .01 =r If ,01 ≠r then the last equation is equivalent to 
( )( )( )3232322332 ,0; rrrrwithandrrrrrr ≠≠−−=  
Equivalently, 01;0
3
2
2
3
22
332
2
2 =+





−





=+−
r
r
r
r
rrrr , an impossibility since the quadratic equation 
012 =+− xx has no real roots. 
 
Rational triples: ( )32 ,,0 rr with 032 ≠rr  
 
11. Distributive property of addition over multiplication 
 
This property says that  
( ) ( ) ( ) ⇔+⋅+=⋅+ 3121321 rrrrrrr  
( ) ( )1001 32113211
321231
2
1321
=++=⇔=−++⇔
⇔+++=+⇔
rrrorrrrrr
rrrrrrrrrr
 
 
We obtain two nondisjoint families. 
 
Family 1: Rational triples ( )32 ,,0 rr  
 
Family 2: Rational triples ( )( )3232 ,,1 rrrr +−  
 
3. Three interesting, complicated combinations 
 
12. Distributive property of subtraction over multiplication  
 
( ) ( ) ( )3121321 rrrrrrr −⋅−=⋅− . 
Equivalently, after some algebra, 
 
  02 1322131
2
1 =−+−− rrrrrrrr       (4) 
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First, we determine those triples ( )321 ,, rrr  which satisfy 0321 =rrr  and (4):  
If 01 =r , then also .032 =rr  If 01 ≠r , and 02 =r then (4) is equivalent to 
( ) ( ) ( )0rsince1;10rsince01 13311311 ≠−≠+=≠⇔=−− rwithrrrrr  
If ,00 31 =≠ randr (4) similarly yields .121 += rr  , with .12 −≠r  
 
Family 1: Rational triples ( ) ( )32 ,0,00,,0 randr  
Family 2: Rational triples ( ) 1,0,1 333 −≠+ rwithrr  
Family 3: Rational triples ( ) .1,0,,1 222 −≠+ rwithrr  
 
Next, assume 0321 ≠rrr ; each of 321 ,, rrr  is nonzero. Every nonzero rational can be uniquely written in 
the form 
d
n
, where d is a positive integer, n is an integer, and ( ) 1, =dn (i.e. n and d are relatively prime; 
their greatest common divisor being 1). Accordingly we set, 
( ) ( ) ( ) 








===
===
1,,,ntegers,,d
integers, nonzero are n,n,n where,,,
332211321
321
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
dndndnandipositivearedd
d
n
r
d
n
r
d
n
r
  (5) 
 
By (4) and (5) we obtain, 
 
02 3211
2
1323121213132
2
1 =−+−− dddndnnddnnddnnddn     (6) 
 
To determine all the positive integer solutions in 321321 ,,,,, dddnnn of equation (6) and which satisfy 
conditions (5); is well beyond the scope of this work. However, we can find some families of solutions with 
1321 === ddd (so all three rationals are nonzero integers). 
Accordingly, with 1321 === ddd , (6) takes the form 
 02 1322131
2
1 =−+−− nnnnnnnn       (7) 
Let δ be the greatest common divisor of 1n and 2n : ( )21, nn=δ . 
We have 2211 , NnNn ⋅=⋅= δδ ; where 1N and 2N are relatively prime integers; ( ) 1, 21 =NN . 
Altogether, 
 
 ( ) 1,,, 212211 =⋅=⋅= NNNnNn δδ       (8) 
From (7) and (8) we obtain, 
 
( ) 322311
1322131
2
1
21
;02
nNNnNNlyequivalentor
NnNNNnNN
=+++−⋅
=−⋅+⋅−⋅−⋅
δδ
δδ
    (9) 
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Equation (9) clearly shows that 1N is a divisor of the product 322 nN . Thus if we assume 1N to be odd; 
then in view of ( ) 1, 21 =NN , it follows that ( ) 12, 21 =NN . Since 1N is relatively prime to 22N and it 
divides the product ( ) 322 nN ⋅ ; it follows by Euclid Lemma , that 1N must be a divisor of 3n . Euclid Lemma 
can be found in number theory texts, for example in [1]. 
Put  313 NNn ⋅= , for some integer 3N        (10) 
By (9) and (10) we get 
  ;21 322311 NNNNNN =+++− δδ  or equivalently, 
  ( ) ( ) 12 12321 =−+− NNNNNδ       (11) 
 
Note that since ( ) 1, 21 =NN  , we must have ( ) 12, 1221 =−− NNNN .It is now clear that for given 
relatively prime non zero integers 1N and 2N , and with 1N odd; equation (11) can be viewed as a linear 
diophantine equation in the variables δ  and 3N . Such equations can be solved with a standard well 
known procedure or method, whose description can be found in number theory books ( see [1]). In the 
case of (11), we also have the restriction 1≥δ  (sinceδ is a greatest common divisor). 
If we take 31 =N  and 22 =N , then from (11) we obtain  
 δδ −==+ 1;1 33 NN  
With ;1,1,2,3 321 δδ −=≥== NNN  and thus from (10) and (8), 
 ( ) δδδ 2,3,13 213 ==−= nnn . 
 
And form 1321 === ddd  and (5), we obtain the following. 
Family 4: Rational triples: ( ) ( )( );13,2,3,, 321 δδδ −=rrr  with δ being a positive integer greater that 1    
      ( )0rsince 3 ≠  
 
 
 
 
13. Distributive property of addition over division  
 
This is property states that ( ) ( ) ( )3121321 rrrrrrr +÷+=÷+ , with 03 ≠r , and 31 rr −≠ . 
 
We have 
31
21
3
2
1
rr
rr
r
r
r
+
+
=+ . First we treat the cases ,0321 =rrr  which means, since 03 ≠r , 
that 021 =rr . If 01 =r , we obtain 
3
2
3
2
r
r
r
r
= , which is true. If 01 ≠r , then 02 =r , and so 
31
1
1
rr
r
r
+
= , which implies ( )0rsince 1 ≠ , 3131 1;1 rrrr −==+ , with 13 ≠r . 
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We obtain the following families: 
 
Family 1: Rational triples ( ) ( )32321 ,,0,, rrrrr =  with 03 ≠r . 
Family 2: Rational triples ( ) ( )33321 ,0,1,, rrrrr −= with 1,03 ≠r . 
 
Next, assume 0321 ≠rrr , and set ,,, 321 f
e
r
d
c
r
b
a
r ===  where the denominators fdb ,,  are positive 
integers and the numerators eca ,, are nonzero integers relatively prime to  db, and f respectively. We 
go back to ,  
  
31
21
3
2
1
rr
rr
r
r
r
+
+
=+       (12) 
 
Equivalently, ( ) ( ) 





+
+
+=





++
31
21
313
3
2
1313
rr
rr
rrr
r
r
rrrr ; with 0321 ≠rrr  and 31 rr −≠ . 
  
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) obtainweandrrrrrr
rrrrrrrr
rrrrrrrrrrrr
rrrrrrrrrr
,0r since;0
;0
;
;
132
2
3311
1312
2
31
2
13
23133212
2
31
2
13
2133123113
≠=−++
=−++
+=+++
+=+++
 
 
 032
2
331 =−++ rrrrr        (13) 
 
Substituting for ,,, 321 yieldsf
e
rand
d
c
r
b
a
r ===  
  ( ) ( ) ( )














≠
===
∈∈
=−++
+
0
;1,,1,,1,
,,,;,,
022
acealsoand
fedcbaand
ZfdbZecawith
bdefbcfbdeadef
    (14) 
 
 
If we take b=e=f=1 in (14) . Then, 
 adcdcdad −==−++ ;0  we obtain the following family: 
 
Family 3: Rational triples ( ) ( )1,,,, 321 aarrr −= , with a being a nonzero integer.      
Going back to (14) and taking 1== fe ; we get  
 ;0;0 ≠−=⇔=−++ abcdandbcadbdbcbdad  
we obtain 
d
c
b
a
−= . We have, 
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Family 4: Rational triples ( ) 





−= 1,,,, 321 d
c
d
c
rrr , with d a positive integer and c a nonzero integer  
Of course, Family 3 is a subset of Family 4. 
 
Next, we go back to (14) and we take 1== bd . We obtain quadratic equation in e with leading 
coefficient 1: 
  ( ) 01 22 =+−+ cfeafe       (15) 
 
The discriminant must be a perfect square:  
 
  ( )[ ] 222 41 Kcfaf =−−       (16) 
 
for some nonnegative integer K . 
Accordingly (quadratic formula), 
( )
2
1 Kaf
e
±−−
=      (17) 
From (16),  
( )[ ]
2
22
4
1
f
Kaf
c
−−
=  
The constraints, according to (14), are 0≠af and , ( ) 01 ≠±−− Kaf . 
 
Family 5: Rational triples ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) 





 ±−−−−
= f
Kaf
f
Kaf
arrr
2
1
,
4
1
,,, 2
22
321  
14. Distributive of subtraction over division 
 
The stated property is ( ) ( ) ( ) 3133121321 0, rrandrwithrrrrrrr ≠≠−÷−=÷− . 
If ,0321 =rrr then 00 21 == rorr . If 01 =r , we obtain 
  
3
2
3
2
r
r
r
r
−=− , which is true. 
If 01 ≠r , then 02 =r , and so 
31
1
1
rr
r
r
−
= ; and since 01 ≠r , we get .1,1 3131 +==− rrrr  We obtain 
the families, 
 
Family 1: Rational triples ( ) ( ) .0,,,0,, 332321 ≠= rwithrrrrr  
Family 2: Rational triples ( ) ( ) .1,0,,0,1,, 333321 −≠+= rwithrrrrr  
 
Next, assume that 0321 ≠rrr and 31 rr ≠ . We write the above property in the form, 
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31
21
3
2
1
rr
rr
r
r
r
−
−
=− . 
We multiply the last equation by )( 313 rrr − : 
 
( ) ( ) ( )
02
;
;
2
13313221
2
31
23133212
2
313
2
1
2133123131
=−+−+
−=+−−
−=−−−
rrrrrrrrrr
rrrrrrrrrrrr
rrrrrrrrrr
 
We put 
F
E
r
D
C
r
B
A
r === 321 ,, , with these fractions being in lowest terms and the denominators being 
positive. We have, 
 02 2
2
2
2
=⋅−⋅+⋅−⋅+⋅
B
A
F
E
F
E
B
A
F
E
D
C
D
C
B
A
F
E
B
A
 
Multiply the last equation by 
22FDB : we obtain,  
( ) ( ) ( ) 








===
=−+−+
1,,,
integers,,;intergers,,
02 2222
FEDCBAand
nonzeroECApositiveFDBwith
DEFAABDEFCEFBABCFABDE
   (18) 
 
If we take 1=== CBA  in (18) , then 
 
producesDforsolvinglyequivalentorDEEFF
DEFDEFEFFDE
,;02
;02
22
22
=+−
=−+−+
 
 
( )
.
22
22
2
E
EFF
E
EFFD −=−=  
 
Therefore we have the following family of rational triples.  
 
 
Family 3: Rational triples ( ) ( ) 




−
=
F
E
EFF
E
rrr ,
2
,1,,
2
321 , with F being a positive integer, E a nonzero 
integer, and such that ( ) 1,,2 => FEandEF  
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